Choosing the most suitable tool for your OSM-Data processing needs!
There are 1,000 ways to handle OSM-data and new tools like ohsome emerge. Therefore the selection of the perfect tool that ﬁts your needs can
be cumbersome. The following decision-tree will guide you to our recommended tool for your purpose. It concentrates on users that want to
handle OSM data directly. If you are interested in "looking" at the data and some aspects of it in a compelling visual representation ﬁrst, we
recommend you take a look at all the beautiful tools we and other people have set up e.g. at ohsomeHeX, ohsome Dashboard and many others.
For more information on our tools see www.heigit.org or www.geog.uni-heidelberg.de/gis/online.html.

I want to work with OSM data!
What do you want to do?

data extraction

statistics, data computation and aggregation

What type of Data do you need?

raw Data

How sophisticated is your computation?

basic
calculations

features with geometries

What is the scale of your extraction?

sophisticated

Do you need OSM-history information?

Osmium Tool on a local
pbf-ﬁle

global

What is the scale of
your analysis?
medium

Overpass API
no

yes

OSM API
only for live data or
for single elements

very
small

≤ country level
or for testing

How recent does your
data need to be?

younger than one
minute

younger than
one month

What is the scale of
you extraction?

Use OSM
raw data
in combination
with a
geometry
converter

Host your own
postgres database
using
OSM2pgsql or
Osmosis

small

What is the scale of
you extraction?

very
large

What is the scale of
you extraction?

up to
country

small
result
expected

OSHDB API
on a local H2ﬁle

testing
or small
data
expected

Established
download
sites like
geofabrik, osmaxx,
bbike, HOT

or

global

What type of data do
you need?

features
with geometries

OSHDB API
on cluster
ohsome API
on cluster

raw
OSM

Libosmium
on a local
pbf-ﬁle

or
ohsome API
hosted on personal
machine
large

global

yes

OSMqatiles

Do you need only speciﬁc
points in time?

no

full history containing
OSHDB - minor versions
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